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Abstract
Variable step strategies are especially well suited to deal with problems characterized
by high non linearity and contactimpact and resolved with an implicit scheme Both
phenomena are typical of dynamic simulations of contact impact problems as well as
sheet metal forming Constant step size strategies do not give a satisfactory answer for
this kind of problems since it is very dicult if not impossible for the user to nd an
appropriate time step that does not lead to divergence nor generate extremely costly
computations An automatic time stepping algorithm is proposed which takes into
account the recent history of accelerations in the deformable bodies under considera 
tion More precisely the adaptation algorithm is based on estimators of the integration
error of the dierential dynamic balance equations This allows for adaptation of the
step size to capture correctly the transient phenomena with characteristic times which
can range from relatively long after contact or during sheet metal forming to very
short during contact impact thus ensuring precision while keeping the computation
cost to a minimum Furthermore we will see that this strategy can be used in explicit
schemes Additionally the proposed algorithm automatically takes decisions regarding
the necessity of updating the tangent matrix or stopping the iterations further reducing
the computational costs especially when the Augmented Lagrangian method is used
As an illustration of the capabilities of this algorithm several numerical simulations
shock absorber devices for vehicle crash worthiness or sheet metal forming problems
will be presented Other simulations pertaining to the sheet metal forming for vehicle
structures will also be investigated thus demonstrating the versatility the capabilities
and the eciency of the proposed strategy
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B matrix of the derivatives of the FEM shape function
CO counter limit for reducing time step size
CT counter limit for augmenting time step size
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tangent damping matrix Ns m
e integration error
ERRO maximum error of last steps before reducing it









force of contact at node n
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vector of external forces
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gap of node n
M mass matrix
N matrix of the FEM shape function
p penalty of contacts
PRCU tolerance of integration error
r non dimensional residual of the equations of motion
R residual vector
RAPRES ratio between two successive non dimensional residues
RAT ratio between two time step size
RDOWN ratio between two time step size when divergence occurs
REJL maximum integration error tolerated
S Hessian matrix N m












TRHLD integration error limit below which time step size could be augmented
t time s












VALRF ratio between CPU time of an iteration with updating of the Hessian
matrix and without updating
x vector of nodal positions m
x vector of nodal velocities m s





















 rst Newmark parameter
 second Newmark parameter
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s
security coecient on time step size for an explicit scheme







time step size limit to have a stable explicit scheme
 tolerance of non dimensional residual
 integration error of an one degree of freedom linear system
 parameter to estimate new time step size



















 pulsation of an one degree of freedom linear system 	 s
 non dimensional pulsation 
t
  Introduction
Non linear dynamics problems integrated in time can be solved with two kind of time
stepping algorithms explicit or implicit For an explicit algorithm the elements of solution
at time t
n
depend only on the solution at time t
n
 while for an implicit algorithm they
also implicitly depend on other elements of the solution at time t
n
itself The problem
must then be solved in an iterative fashion Stability ie positive damping of initial pertur 
bations imposes dierent restrictions on those two families of algorithms and with a proper
choice of parameters the time step size can be much larger for an implicit algorithm than
for an explicit algorithm that is conditionally stable The total number of time steps in an
implicit scheme will thus generally be smaller Then even though the cost of a time step
is higher as a consequence of the need for computing and inverting a Hessian matrix the
total computation time for an implicit scheme is often more interesting than for an explicit
scheme In this context for an implicit scheme if the time step size is chosen too small the
calculation cost is very expensive while if it is chosen too large the integration is not accu 
rate enough or the iterations diverge when solving the balance equations Therefore time
step size should be carefully evaluated Since the problem evolves with time the time step
size should be continuously adapted to this evolution An automatic time stepping algorithm
is then the only solution to accurately solve the problem in a reasonably short computation
time Furthermore for some problems computed with an explicit scheme a guarantee of
accuracy is needed In such a problem the critical time step size that ensure stability of
the problemis too large Therefore a estimation of the integration error can resolve this
problems of convergence
For an industrial problem that has a large number of degrees of freedom the most ex 
pensive operation of an implicit code is the inversion of the Hessian Matrix For non linear
problems the Hessian matrix normally evolves every iteration but the Newton Raphson
iterations can sometimes converge while using the old inverted matrix Still this inverted
matrix must be regularly recomputed to avoid divergence In a classical strategy this in 
version occurs at the beginning of each time step and for some iterations selected by the
user But if the Hessian matrix is not inverted for too many iterations the problem diverges
while if the inversion occurs too frequently the problem becomes too expensive Accord 
ing to the evolution of the problem with time an algorithm automatically selecting if the
inverted Hessian matrix must be recalculated or not can signicantly reduce the total com 
putation cost This is especially ecient with quasi linear problems where Hessian matrix
evolves only a little with iterations or when the augmented Lagrangian method is used to
treat contact In this last case once the iterations has converged Lagrangian multipliers
are actualized and then the iterative process is restarted For problems with strong non
linearities updating of the Hessian matrix is necessary at each iteration But once the time
step has converged those non linearities such as contact do not evolve very much There 
fore the Hessian matrix can be kept constant for some iterations after the rst augmentation
Assuming the inverse Hessian matrix is updated at an acceptable frequency the Newton 
Raphson iterations can still diverge The time step is then rejected and the time step size
is reduced A problem is to determine when iterations diverge Divergence can result from
a negative Jacobian In this case divergence detection is trivial But even when there is no
negative Jacobian convergence is not ensured Indeed the residual is never guaranteed to
decrease In this case divergence detection is more dicult Usually a maximum number

of iterations is dened If this number is too small a time step can be rejected while the
problem slowly converges If this number is chosen too large some iterations are needlessly
computed when the divergence actually occurs It is then interesting to determine if diver 
gence occurs on the basis of the evolution of the residual The maximumnumber of iterations
is more dicult to be correctly determined when the inverted matrix is not computed at each
iteration Indeed this number depends on how frequently the inverted matrix is computed
This paper proposes an automatic time step control algorithm based on the measure of
the integration error This algorithm modies the time step size only if durable physical
changes occur in the problem evolution Estimation of the error is made independent of the
implicit schemes parameters Three estimators are compared This algorithm is extended
to explicit schemes An algorithm choosing if the Hessian matrix is to be recomputed is
also proposed This determination is based on residual evolution with iterations Finally a
divergence criterion based on this residual evolution is implemented Academic and industrial
numerical examples are then presented to illustrate these new algorithms
 Numerical integration of transient problems
In this section the equations of motion and both implicit and explicit schemes of integra 
tion are rapidly explained Next the penalty contact method and the augmented Lagrangian
method are shortly reviewed
  Equations of motion
FEM space semi discretization of the equations of motion of a nonlinear structure leads
to the coupled set of second order nonlinear dierential equations 	   
  




x x  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Where R is the residual vector x the vector of nodal positions x the vector of nodal velocities
x the vector of nodal accelerations M is the mass matrix F
int
the vector of internal forces
resulting from bodys deformation and F
ext
the vector of external forces Both vectors are
non linear in x and in x due to phenomena of contact plastic deformations geometrical
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Note that expression 
 collects all types of loading applied through local or distributed
actions in a follow up way or not reactions to imposed displacements and contact situations





















Implicit scheme are classically designed for vibrations and low speed dynamics of struc 
tures For an implicit scheme the elements of the solution at time t
n
 implicitly depend
on other elements of the solution at time t
n
itself The problem must then be solved in an
iterative fashion Stability ie positive damping of initial perturbations imposes dierent
restrictions on this family of algorithms and with a proper choice of parameters The time
step size does not need to be lower than a limit to have a stable time step since the scheme
is conditionally stable
   Implicit schemes The generalized trapezoidal scheme
The most general scheme for implicit integration of 	 is a generalized trapezoidal scheme
	   where updating of positions and velocities is based on averaged accelerations





























































































The discretized equations of motion 	 can be rewritten under the form proposed by














































  for Newmark scheme
 
M
  for Hilber Hughes Taylor scheme
 
F
  for Wood Bossak Zienkiewicz scheme







































Its worth pointing out that though classical schemes require   
F
 	  ie sam 




 here no such rule is followed for 
M
 the
sampling parameter for the inertia terms it might be negative for instance thus leading to
an extrapolation at t
n
instead of an interpolation
Iterative solution of the nonlinear system 	 rst requires the elimination of acceleration
and velocity at time t
n
with the help of   and  and secondly the writing of the Hessian









































































































Using equations 	 to 	 and a Newton Raphson technique the iterative solution of
system    and 	 can be written as
Sx   R 	
Iterations stop when the non dimensional residual r becomes lower than the accuracy








  	 
    Implicit schemes The generalized midpoint scheme GMP
An alternative to the previous scheme is a generalized midpoint scheme with constant
acceleration over the time step  
  In this case the equations of motion 	 are


























































Iterative solution of the nonlinear system 	 requires the evaluation of the Hessian















Let us stress some features of the  GMP scheme with respect to  family
 All forces even contact ones are exactly estimated at time t
n
instead of being





 The present scheme is x
n
 independent thus yielding the nal acceleration as a post 












 Since for 	 it corresponds to the Newmark scheme with 	 and  we can
state that it is conditionally stable and exhibits strong numerical damping However
this scheme has proved to be very ecient provided  is taken larger than unity ie




 thus producing some backward
evaluation of the nal status of the system at the end of the time step with respect
to the sampling point for residual evaluation
  Explicit scheme
This is the most advocated scheme 	  for integrating 	 in case of wave propagation
and impact problems ie high speed dynamics For an explicit algorithm the elements of
solution at time t
n
depend only on the solution at time t
n
 Therefore the resolution does
not need to be iterative Stability ie positive damping of initial perturbations imposes
that the time step size be lower than a limit The scheme is conditionally stable It reads for







































Stability imposes the time step size to be lower than a critical time step 	 that depends
on the maximumpulsation 
 of the body A security coecient 
s
is introduced to take into
account the fact that problem is not linear theory to estimate t
crit














  Treatment of contact
The penalty method is used to treat contacts When contact is detected between two
bodies or between a body and a rigid tool forces of contact are introduced into the external
forces These forces are proportional to the penetration of the node n gap g
n
 and are
normal and tangential if there is sticking Dening p the penalty forces of contact at node













With an implicit scheme the Augmented Lagrangian method can be used to ensure
accuracy   Before the rst augmentation the contact forces are computed as in   until
the iterations converge and relation 	  is veried But at this point no accuracy on the
penetration is ensured Therefore a solution that constrain g
n
below a limit can be researched
Let us dene superscript i   to refer to the solution before the rst augmentation and
superscript i   to refer to the solution after the augmentation i The contact forces are
stoked in the Lagrangian vector  after the solution has converged ie 	 is veried It

































and stop when relation 	  is veried Augmentations occurs until the gap for all the contacts
is lower than a given limit
 Parameters control for implicit schemes
First the time step size control problem is studied Next an algorithm deciding if Hessian
matrix need to be updated is proposed The problem of determining convergence is then
exposed Finally numerical examples are exposed to validate the proposed algorithms
 Automatic time step size control
A relatively simple method proposed by Ponthot  aims at an optimal number of it 
erations If the number of iterations exceeds this optimal number new time step size is
reduced while if the number of iterations is lower than the optimal number time step size
is augmented Givoli and Henisberg  propose to modify the time step size to keep the
displacements dierence between two successive times lower than a given limit G!eradin 	
Figure 	 estimates the integration error from the accelerations and the inertial forces dif 
ference between two successive times multiplied by the square of time step size This error
is divided by a constant depending on the initial positions and by a constant that is the
average error for a one degree of freedom linear system dened as in section 		 resulting
the non dimensional integration error e The error must be lower than a given tolerance
PRCU  If the error is higher the time step is rejected and its size divided by two If the
error is lower than the tolerance but higher than half the tolerance the time step is divided
by the ratio between the error and the half tolerance to the power one third If the error
 
Figure 	 Time step size control proposed by G eradin 
is lower than the tolerance divided by sixteen the time step size is multiplied by two For
Cassano and Cardona 		 the time step control is the same than for G!eradin but the error
is calculated only from the accelerations dierence and is not divided by a constant depend 
ing on the initial positions but by a term that evolves with positions Hulbert and Jang
	 Figure  estimate the error from the accelerations dierence multiplied by the square
of time step size This error is divided by a term that depends on the positions dierence
Time step control is characterized by two tolerances TOL	 and TOL and by a counter
of maximal index LCOUNT  If the error is higher than TOL then the step is rejected
and time step size is reduced If error is lower than TOL and higher than TOL	 the time
step is accepted and time step size is kept constant If the error is lower than TOL	 then
time step is accepted If it occurs successively LCOUNT times then the time step size is
augmented The counter is introduced to avoid undesirable changes in time step size due
to the periodic nature of the local error Dutta and Ramakrishnan 	 also calculate the
error from the accelerations dierence multiplied by the square of the time step size It is
made non dimensional by dividing it by the maximum norm of the positions vector for the
previous time step The time interval is divided in sub domains In each sub domain there
are a certain number of time steps of constant size Once the time marching scheme has gone
through a whole sub domain an average error is calculated A time step size for the next
sub domain is then computed from this average error
In this paper the automatic control scheme is based on the algorithmproposed by G!eradin
	 Nevertheless due to the non linear characteristics of the problems we are interested in
we will assume that the time step size reacts only on evolution in physical mode and not
on numerical mode Changes in time step size will also occur only if the new time step size

Figure  Time step size control proposed by Hulbert and Jang 
can be kept constant for several steps On the other hand the error estimator based on the
inertial forces dierence proposed by G!eradin 	 and established for a linear theory and
the error estimator based on the acceleration dierence established for linear and non linear
problem are compared It will appear that for non linear problems a linear theory is not
adequate
 Error estimator
Estimation error comes from the truncation error of equations  and  or equations
























First this expression must be available for each problem Then it is rendered non 
dimensional x









To ensure the error estimator can be used for each implicit scheme the generalized 





   or  without modifying tolerance on the error see section 	 expression 
is divided by a reference This reference is the average error on a period for a one degree
of freedom linear oscillator Assuming time step size is constant and pulsation is 
 we can
dene the non dimensional pulsation as   
t For such a problem equations    et



























































































































































































































































































 then we recover the expression calculated by G!eradin 	 for HHT implicit
scheme Expression 
 is established for the generalized  trapezoidal scheme while for






















































































































































Error  is then divided by  expression 
 or 

 to have an expression independent
of the used scheme However  need to be known to estimate  For the one degree of
freedom linear oscillator ten time steps in a period gives a good accuracy with a relatively
low computation cost Therefore with the non dimensional pulsation which corresponds to
a 	Hz frequency given by 
k













For linear systems G!eradin demonstrated 	 that the error can be evaluated as ex 
pression 
 This error lters high frequency modes as numerical modes However for
non linear systems no advantage is gained see numerical examples in section 
 in re 
placing the acceleration dierence by a term depending on the accelerations and the inertial





























Figure  Iterations convergence test
Figure 
 Description of box  step size control when iterations diverge
This last expression is similar to expression 
 but inertial force dierence is used instead
of acceleration dierence Another possibility Cassano and Cardona 		 to evaluate the
error is to keep the maximum acceleration dierence and not the vector norm We dene e
 
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In this paper those three error indicators are compared on academic cases
  Time step size control
The computed error must be of the order of a user dened tolerance that is noted PRCU
A value of this tolerance leading to a good accuracy price ratio is typically 	E 
 A low
PRCU gives a good accuracy but a longer computation time A higher PRCU gives a shorter
computation time but a lower accuracy If PRCU is too high the time step size can result
in an error lower than PRCU but can be not small enough to allow for iterations to converge
Therefore if a problem of convergence appears Figure the algorithm goes to box 	 and
reduces PRCU Figure 
 More time step size is divided by RDOWN that is initialized at
 by default After some time step without convergence problems tolerance PRCU can be
augmented This number of time step is large enough to avoid oscillation in PRCU value
It could depend on divergence occurrences
If the iterations converge the algorithm goes to box  and tries to adjust the time step
size to have an error equal to one half of PRCU There exist three possibilities Figure 
	
Figure  Description of box  step size control when iterations converge
 The error is larger than PRCU the algorithm goes to box  It is considered to
be too high To ensure a good accuracy next time step size must be reduced
 The error is in the interval TRHLD PRCU the algorithm goes to box 
 The
time step size ensures a good accuracy with a relatively low computation cost
Time step size is kept constant
 The error is smaller than a limit TRHLD the algorithm goes to box  It is
considered to be too small To ensure a reduced computation cost time step size
must be augmented
Let us rst examine the problem of too high an error Figure  The next time step size
must therefore be reduced But to avoid needless changes of time step we will make sure
that the variation of the integration error is due to a durable and physical evolution in the
problem The time step is then reduced only if there are a number CO of successive time
steps for which integration error is larger than PRCU This number CO can be taken
equal to three The factor by which the time step size is reduced depends on the maximum
error ERRO of CO successive time steps G!eradin 	 demonstrates that for a linear one 
degree of freedom system the factor by which the time step size needs to be multiplied to








     
 
For non linear systems  can be out of this interval To ensure that the time step size is
suciently reduced h is taken smaller than two The factor that nally multiplies the time






 But if there is a rapid change in the physical problem
impact     the time step is not immediately adapted Therefore if the error e is larger






 If the error











If the error is smaller than
PRCU

and higher than TRHLD the time step is kept constant
Figure  Typical values for TRHLD are discussed at next paragraph
Now let us examine the problem of too small an error Figure   The time step size
could be augmented without degrading the solution To avoid needless time step size changes
another counter is introduced If CT successive time steps give an error lower then the limit
TRHLD the time step size is then augmented ERRT is the maximal error of those CT steps
To ensure the time step size is not augmented too much  from equation 
  is taken larger
	

Figure  Description of box  step size control when error is too large
Figure  Description of box 	 step size control when error is correct
	
Figure   Description of box 
 step size control when error is too small








due to the introduction of a counter occurs when the solution becomes smoother external
forces diminish     Indeed TRHLD must be taken small eg
PRCU

 and CT relatively
large eg  to ensure a good accuracy In those conditions time step size augments slowly
To reduce the computation cost TRHLD can be increased and CT can be decreased when
the time step size is augmented TRHLD can be multiplied by 	 while CT is reduced to

 rst and to  next Once a time step size is reduced TRHLD and CT are set back to
their respective initial values
PRCU

and  In some problems translation at constant veloc 




To complete boxes 	 to  let us note that parameters ICO and ERRO are re initialized
to their initial value if the scheme goes in box 	 
 or  and parameters ICT and ERRT if
the scheme goes in box 	  or 

  Selective updating of the inverse Hessian matrix
For non linear problems if the Hessian matrix is not recomputed and inverted the con 
vergence of Newton Raphson iterations is slower than if the Hessian matrix were recomputed
and inverted at each iteration For some step divergence could also occur Therefore the
criterion must consider two facts
 Convergence of the iterations must be ensured
	
 Not updating the Hessian matrix must reduce the total computation cost Indeed a
problem with a small number of degrees of freedom and with strong non linearities
can converge in a few iterations when the Hessian matrix is updated at each iteration
but converge with more iterations when the Hessian matrix is not updated When
the number of degrees of freedom is reduced an iteration without recalculation is
not much less expensive The total cost is then reduced when the Hessian matrix is
often recalculated On the other hand if the problem has a large number of degrees
of freedom and only a few non linear elements not updating the Hessian matrix can
then reduce the computation cost
  The proposed algorithm
The evolution of the non dimensional residual r 	  could indicate if the problem con 
verges or not While r decreases iterations converge even if the Hessian matrix is not
recalculated and not inverted An indication of how it could be interesting not to recalcu 
late the Hessian matrix is the ratio V ALRF between the time needed for an iteration with
re calculation and an iteration without re calculation This ratio indicates how much an it 
eration without re calculation could advantageously replace an iteration with re calculation
This value V ALRF is an integer in the range  to 
The proposed algorithm is the following
 The Hessian matrix is recalculated at the rst iteration if the time step size has
changed Indeed S depends on t 	 or  Therefore a modication of the time
step size needs to the Hessian matrix to be updated to avoid divergence
 If the number of the iterations is greater than VALRF the next iteration is made with
re calculation of the Hessian matrix Then iterations occur without re calculation
only if it is less expensive
 If the number of iterations is lower than VALRF the Hessian matrix is recalculated




   
 If the non dimensional residual has not been divided by RAPRES the next iteration
then needs updating of the Hessian matrix But if the residue has augmented this
iteration does not take as initial values x x x the values at the end of the previous
iteration but the value at the end of the last iteration which has converged ie the
penultimate iteration Some divergences of the iterations are then avoided
This algorithm avoids some needless re calculations and inversions of the Hessian matrix
For strongly non linear problems with a small number of degrees of freedom this algorithm
updates at most of the iteration and is at worst a little expensive due to some few expansive
rejected iterations without updating than an algorithm with updating at each iteration For
problems with more degrees of freedom this algorithm is less expensive than an algorithm
where the user decides more or less arbitrary of the number of the iterations with re 
calculation 	
 In fact this algorithm allows a lot of iterations without re calculation when
possible and recalculates frequently the Hessian matrix when needed
   Extension to the augmented Lagrangian method
When using the augmented Lagrangian method see section 
 the previously exposed
algorithm of selection of Hessian matrix updating is also enabled for each iteration of each
augmentation Nevertheless a modication could be included As seen in previous section
for a strong non linear a lot of autocontacts problem with a small number of degree
	
of freedom the proposed algorithm updates the Hessian matrix at each iteration which
is a little more expensive due to some cheap rejected iterations without updating than
directly deciding of updating at each iterations But this view becomes false after the rst
augmentation Indeed after the iterations have converged before the rst augmentation
the contact conguration for this time step wont change much for the next augmentations
Assuming that the most severe non linearities are detection of new contacts or loss of old
contacts and that this conguration does not evolve much we can consider the problem as
quasi linear for iterations after the rst augmentation Therefore for this kind of problem
the developed algorithm becomes ecient after the rst augmentation
 Criterion of divergence
Two problems of divergence can occur The rst case occurs when an element has a
negative Jacobian This kind of divergence is easy to detect A more dicult problem is
to detect divergence when all Jacobians are positive but when the residual evolution in
the Newton Raphson iterations does not lead to a residual lower than the dened tolerance
Usually the user species a maximum number of iterations If upon reaching this number
the non dimensional residual r is not lower than the tolerance d the time step is rejected
and the time step size is divided But when the residual r decreases slowly the maximum
number of iteration is exceeded before r becomes lower than  see relation 	  On the
other hand the process can diverge after a few iterations More iterations are then needless
Finally if we accept the problem to be solved without re calculation of the Hessian matrix
the number of iterations is higher than when frequent re calculations occur Considering that
the residue can presents oscillations we consider that divergence occurs if the average value
increases A criterion that consider the last four iterations is used The last residue is noted
r
n
 the previous one r
n 
 the penultimate one r
n 
and the ante penultimate one r
n  










to avoid a risk of oscillation we consider that divergence occurs if the non dimensional
residual has not been divided by two after  successive iterations with updating of the Hessian
matrix Several iterations need to be considered because when divergence occurs the non 
dimensional residual usually presents some oscillations
 Numerical examples
Numerical examples are studied The time step size control scheme developed is compared
with the one proposed by Ponthot  that is described in section 	 Three error estimators
are also compared for the proposed algorithm The rst one is dened by expression 
 the
second one by expression 
 and the third one by expression 
 The problems considered
are solved within the formalism of large deformations and displacements All problems were
computed in the research code METAFOR  in which the automatic time step size control
algorithm has been implemented Criterion of automatic updating and of divergence are also
introduced
 Case  Contact of an elastic bar
An elastic bar 	 in plane strain properties in Table 	 with an initial velocity Figure
 of   m s minus sign comes from the orientation of the x axis enters into contact with a
rigid matrix initially at a distance of mm Due to a Poisson coecient equal to zero and
due to vertical displacements xed to zero the problem is uni dimensional An analytic
solution of this problem is known In the interval  s  s the bar is in translation at
constant velocity to wards the wall Contact occurs at  s and the velocity of the left
edge becomes equal to zero The celerity of the elastic wave generated by the impact in
	 
Height d  
mm
Length l  
mm
Initial distance to matrix d
i
 mm
Density    kg m
 
Young modulus E   
EN m





Number of elements 
Table 	 Properties of elastic bar
x





 	 m s It takes 	 s for the wave to go from the left edge to the
right edge and back from the right edge to the left edge Thus the velocity of left edge is
equal to zero during interval  s 	 s and becomes equal due to conservative laws of
an elastic problem to  m s after 	 s This problem is resolved with the proposed time
step control algorithm Error indicators employed are successively those dened by relation

 relation 
 and relation 






 Due to the diculty
for this kind of problem to be integrated with the generalized  trapezoidal scheme a tol 
erance PRCU	
 
is used for the numerical examples if not stated otherwise Finally
the problem is also solved with Ponthots  method described in section 	 For the same
reason that with the new algorithm the optimal number of iteration is taken equal to  but
for other problems it is taken equal to 
 if not stated otherwise This solution is called opti
The problem is solved with the generalized  trapezoidal scheme 
M
   and other
parameters automatically computed to have a stable scheme ie 
F
    	 and
  	 These parameters are energetically conservative Numerical dissipation must
be reduced as most as possible to ensure accuracy of the solution Contact is treated with
the penalty method see section 
 without augmentation Updating of the Hessian matrix
occurs at each iteration
Evolution of left edges velocity is illustrated at Figure 	 Oscillations in the end of the
computation are a typical numerical problem of an implicit scheme To reduce them more
dissipative parameters are to be chosen but they will reduce the accuracy of the solution with
the introduction of numerical dissipation at lower frequency The most precise solution is
the one obtained with the new algorithm and integration error e
 
 The other ones are more
dissipative the average velocity at the third interval is decreasing below m s and jumps
obtained in velocity are less sharp Relative computation costs are illustrated at Figure 		














































Figure 	 Velocity of left edge for contact of an elastic bar












































Figure 	 Evolution of time step size for contact of an elastic bar
v
Figure 	 Model of dynamic buckling of a cylinder




expensive than opti and e

	 " more expensive than opti The time step size evolution
is given on Figure 	 The time step size is is reduced for the four computations when the
bar enters into contact at  s The method that reduces the less the time step size is the
opti one The one that reduces the most the time step size is the new algorithm with error
e
 
 This method is also the most accurate and since the time step size augments with time
it is not too expensive When error e

is used the time step size is a slightly greater than
with error e

 Computation cost is then a little lower while the solution shows a similar level
of accuracy see Figure 	
  Case   Dynamic buckling of a cylinder
A hollow cylinder   	 	 properties in Table  enters into contact with a rigid
matrix Figure 	 The left edge of the cylinder is constrained to move with a constant
velocity of  m s A reference computation is dened This reference is a computation of
the problem with a small constant time step t  	 s Evolution of the conguration at

 ms intervals is shown on Figure 	
 The solution obtained after 








Length l  	 mm
Density    kg m
 
Young modulus E  	EN m






Hardening parameter h    N mm

Matrix velocity v  m s
Table  Properties of dynamic buckling if a cylinder
Figure 	
 Conguration at 	
 ms intervals for dynamic buckling of a cylinder
at Figure 	 Then the problem is resolved with the proposed time step control algorithm
The error indicator employed is successively relation 
 relation 








 The tolerance parameter PRCU is also equal at 	
 

Finally the problem is also solved with Ponthots  method described in section 	 Three
computations are represented They are respectively a computation with an initial time step
size equal to 	 ms with an initial time step size equal to 	 s and with an initial time step







to compute three solutions is due to the fact that the nal conguration is radically dierent
for the three solutions see the orientation and the number of loops in Figure 	 With
the developed algorithm the rst time step is rejected until the integration error is lower
than the requested accuracy and not until the step converges as in opti method Therefore
no trials on initial time step size is needed The problem is solved with the generalized 
trapezoidal scheme 
M
    and other parameters automatically computed to have a
stable scheme ie 
F
 	   	
 and    Contact is treated with the penalty
method see section 
 without augmentation Updating of the Hessian matrix occurs at
each iteration
Those solutions obtained after 
 ms is illustrated at Figure 	 When the opti is used
the nal conguration depends on the choice of the initial time step size It must be chosen
under 	 s to lead to the correct conguration With the new developed algorithm and error
e

 there is a dierence of  " in the Von Mises stress with the reference conguration Figure
	 This dierence is about  " with error e

and  " with error e
 












Figure 	 Reference conguration and VonMises stress N mm
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Figure 	 Conguration and VonMises stress N mm
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Figure 	 Computation costs for dynamic buckling of a cylinder
solution e
 
that is closer to the reference see circles on Figures 	 and 	
Relative computation costs are illustrated at Figure 	 Automatic time step size control
allows reducing the computation cost In this example the number of iterations obtained
with the proposed algorithm is approximately  " note the logarithmic scale lower than
the number of iterations with the opti method Computation time CPU is " lower with
error e

than with error e

and 
 " lower than with error e
 

 Case  Metal sheet forming of an U
It consist of forming an U from a sheet of metal Figure 	  Properties of this problem
are reported in Table  During the rst 	 ms the blank holder is moving down by  nm
to establish contact Afterwards the punch is moving down by mm pulling the sheet
metal in the rigid die This is a plane strain problem that is almost quasi static It can then
validate our algorithm when the accelerations are small remember that the error estimator
is accelerations depending 	 A reference computation is dened This reference is a
computation of the problem with a small constant time step t  s This computa 
tion is represented at Figure 	 Then the problem is resolved with the proposed time step










 The tolerance parameter PRCU is
equal at 	
  
 Finally the problem is also solved with Ponthots  method described in
section 	 The optimal number of iteration is taken equal to 
 Those parameters leading
the time step strategy are taken a little higher than in previous cases due to the fact that
the problem is smoother than previous ones The problem is solved with the generalized 
mid point scheme   		 Contact is treated with the penalty method see section 

without augmentation Updating of the Hessian matrix occurs at each iteration


Figure 	  Schema of metal sheet forming of an U
Height h   mm
Length l  mm
Density    kg m
 
Young modulus E  EN m

















Punch displacement time t
B
H  	s












Figure 	 Conguration and VonMises stress N mm

 for metal sheet forming of an U

















 Maximal VonMises stress for metal sheet forming of an U
The maximalVon Mises stresses obtained are reported in Table 
 Since the deformations
are similar to the reference conguration they are not reported Therefore all the solutions
can be said to be similar
Relative computation costs are represented on Figure  The method that minimize the
number of time step is the opti one Nevertheless since the new developed algorithm with
error e

minimize the number of iteration it minimize also the CPU time 	 " less than
the opti method It is then the one that adapt the more eciently the time step size with
the evolution of the problem The newly developed algorithm with error e

is a little more
expensive than with e

 " and when error e
 




 Case  DTaylor	s bar
A cylindrical bar properties in Table  with an initial velocity enters into contact with




















Length l  
mm
Density    kg m
 
Young modulus E  		EN m












Table  Properties of DTaylors bar
validate our algorithms A reference computation is dened This reference is a computation
of the problem with a small constant time step t   s The problem is resolved
with the proposed time step control algorithm Error indicators employed are successively
those dened by relation 
 relation 
 and relation 






 Due to the diculty for this kind of problem to be integrated with the generalized 
trapezoidal scheme a tolerance PRCU	
  
is used for this numerical example Finally
the problem is also solved with Ponthots  method described in section 	 For the same
reason that with the new algorithm the optimal number of iteration is taken equal to 

This solution is called opti The problem is solved with the generalized  trapezoidal scheme

M
   and other parameters automatically computed to have a stable scheme ie

F
    	 and   	  Updating of the Hessian matrix occurs at each itera 
tion
The solution obtained after   s is illustrated at Figure 	 The maximum stress ob 



































































Figure 	 Conguration and VonMises stress N mm
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Figure  Computation costs for DTaylors bar
method and reference is  "
Relative computation costs are illustrated at Figure  The method which minimizes
the number of iterations and CPU cost is the opti one but it is also the less accurate Next




that is 	 " more expensive Finally
the newly developed algorithm with error e
 
is 	 " more expensive than opti method
Therefore the solution which gives the better results good accuracy with a low computation
cost ie CPU time is the newly developed algorithm with error e

 Time step size evolution
is illustrated on Figure  It appears that the automatic time stepping allows to work with a
time step size very small during the impact t   s as with the constant time step strategy
Nevertheless after that impact while the velocity and the evolution of non linearities decrease
quickly the time step size increase The newly developed algorithm that increase the most
the time step size is the one with error e

 Let us note that the automatic time stepping
developed lead to constant time steps size for long time intervals

 Preliminary conclusions on the time step size control
From the studied cases we can already say that the automatic time step size control
algorithm developed is more accurate than opti method Indeed a guarantee of accuracy is
introduced that depends on the PRCU the user has dened Computation costs can be
mush lower see section 
 than with the opti method Moreover the tolerance parame 
ter PRCU has a physical sense by opposition at the optimal number of iteration of the opti
method Better results were generally obtained when estimator error e






Indeed in case 	 see section 
	 error e

gives a sharper jumps of velocity
and a lower CPU time in case  see section 
 error e

gives a lower CPU time  "
for a nearly similar conguration 	" in case 

























































Figure  Time step size evolution for DTaylors bar
lower CPU time but since the solutions are strictly identical for all computations it is not
very signicant Moreover with error e

 since the inertial forces and the accelerations of
two successive time step are used 
 to compute the error it is a little more expensive than
with error e





 is more severe but is
also more expensive than e

 In fact indicator error e






remain more appropriate for non linear cases the cost of e
 
always
being greater than e


Now the automatic criterion of Hessian matrix updating is introduced see section 	
Regarding the previous conclusions the time step size control used is the developed one with
the error estimator e

 Then three solutions are compared The rst one is a computation
with updating at each iteration that is noted UPD

 The second one is a computation
with the automatic criterion see section 	 for each iterations before and after the
rst augmentations of the Lagrangian and it is noted UPD
auto
 The third one is the one
developed at section  Then before the rst augmentation there is updating at each
iteration and after the rst augmentation the automatic criterion of updating is used This
solution is noted UPD
 auto








 i	 move successively to clip the two sheets Matrix displacements d
i

i	 are represented on Figure  The direction of the displacements are the ones rep 
resented by arrows on Figure 
 Properties of this problem are reported in Table  The
two sheets are similar except in their length The time step size control used is the devel 
oped one with the error estimator e

 with PRCU taken equal to 	
  
 The tolerance on
the gaps is 	 nm There is no projection between the augmentations Three solutions
are compared The rst one is a computation with updating at each iteration that is noted
UPD

 The second one is a computation with the automatic criterion see section 	 for



















































Figure  Matrix displacements of hemming dimensions in mm
Thickness e  	mm
Length of long sheet l
l
 mm
Length of short sheet l
s
 mm
Density    kg m
 
Young modulus E  EN m






Hardening parameter h    N mm

Table  Properties of hemming
	
Figure  Congurations at 
 s intervals for hemming
It is noted UPD
auto
 The third one is the one developed at section  Then before the
rst augmentation there is updating at each iteration and after the rst augmentation the
automatic criterion of updating is used This solution is noted UPD
 auto
 Evolution of the
conguration at  s intervals is shown in gure 
Final conguration and Von Mises stress for UPD

solution are represented on Figure
 The conguration is similar for the three computations The maximal Von Mises stress
obtained after 	 s for each solution is reported in Table  Therefore the three solutions
can be said to be similar
Relative computation costs are represented on Figure   The solution that maximize
the number of iterations is UPD
auto
	 " more than with UPD

method nevertheless a
lot of those iterations are less expensive than for the UPD

method due to the fact that the
Hessian matrix is not updated Then the CPU time of method UPD

is higher " more
than for UPD
auto
 When method UPD
 auto












Figure  Conguration and VonMises stress N mm

 for hemming






























Figure   Computation costs for hemming

Length l  mm
Density    kg m
 
Young modulus E  EN m























Figure  Section of buckling of a Dbar
than for UPD






method but is higher about  " than with UPD
auto
method It is due to the
fact that the needless iterations after the rst augmentation are avoided but not the needless
iterations before the rst augmentation
When studying the time step numbers it appears that it is not constant The reasons
is that since the solutions after convergence depends on the update or not of the Hessian
matrix iterations stop when the residue is lower than a limit and not when it is equal see
relation 	  the integration error is not the same Therefore time step size is not exactly
the same and there is a dierence of about 	 " of the number of time steps
Now a problem with stronger non linearities is studied to see if the proposed algorithm
is also ecient for such this of problem
 Case  Dynamic buckling of a Dbar
The problem is the dynamic buckling of a straight prism with a height of  mm Table
  with a uniform section Figure  Properties of the bar are given in Table   The two
external sections are tted
The problem is the one of a automobile stringer during a frontal crash The bar has an
initial velocity  m s parallel to the axis when it enters into contact with a rigid wall
But to simulate the vehicle inertia the opposite edge of the bar is kept moving at a constant
speed As in the previous case only error e

is used The tolerance on the gaps is taken equal
to 	 nm Tolerance PRCU is taken equal to 	
 





Figure  Conguration at  ms intervals for dynamic buckling of Dbar representation
of a fourth of the bar
one is a computation with updating at each iteration that is noted UPD

 The second one is
a computation with the automatic criterion see section 	 for each iterations before and
after the rst augmentations of the Lagrangian see section 
 It is noted UPD
auto
 The
third one is the one developed at section  Then before the rst augmentation there is
updating at each iteration and after the rst augmentation the automatic criterion of updat 
ing is used This solution is noted UPD
 auto
 The problem is solved with the generalized 
trapezoidal scheme 
M
   and other parameters automatically computed to have a
stable scheme ie 
F
    	 and   	  Evolution of the conguration at
	 ms intervals is shown in Figure 
The solution obtained after 	 ms is illustrated at Figure 	 The three congurations
are similar and the maximal Von Mises stress are nearly the same about  " of variation
Relative computational costs are represented on Figure  The UPD







































Figure 	 Final conguration and VonMises stress N mm

for dynamic buckling of Dbar















Figure  Relative computation costs for dynamic buckling of Dbar

expensive one in term of CPU This method is about  " more expensive than UPD
auto
method and is twice more expensive than UPD
 auto
 Since the number of strong non 
linearities are important due to the auto contact the UPD
 auto
method is more ecient
than the UPD
auto
method In fact before the rst augmentation most of iterations without
updating are rejected and are replaced by iteration with updating see  This phenom 
ena could be expensive for some time steps and is avoided with the UPD
 auto
method Note
that the number of time steps is not constant as explained in section 

 Preliminary conclusions on automatic criterion of Hessian matrix updat
ing
The automatic criterion of updating can be used for each iterations UPD
auto
 or just for
iterations after the rst augmentation while updating at each iteration can occurs before the
rst augmentation UPD
 auto
 Both solution has provided better results than updating at
each iterations But the solution UPD
 auto





 method for a problem with a lot of strong non linearities see section 






versa in the evolution of a problem A method could be to modify the RAPRES value see
section 	with the augmentation number
Let us note that the UPD
 auto
method make the augmented Lagrangian method more
attractive than usual The augmented Lagrangian method allows to work with small penalty
coecient for a lower gap But the number of iterations increase and the advantage of
a better conditioned Hessian matrix due to the lower penalty coecient is balanced  
But with the proposed method those iterations are very less expensive and the augmented
Lagrangian method is more ecient
 Parameters control for explicit schemes
Explicit scheme are conditionally stable The time step size must be lower than a limit
the critical time step size see section  Nevertheless if this time step ensure stability for
a linear problem it is not necessarily true for a non linear problem Then the integration
error can be used to solve this situation by modifying the security coecient 
s
 on the time
step size This solution is then used on the problem of dynamic buckling of a cylinder
 Control of the security coecient  
s

As seen in section  the stability imposes the time step size to be lower than a critical
time step 	 that depends on the maximumpulsation 
 of the body A security coecient 
s
is introduced to take into account the fact that the problem is non linear the theory to esti 
mate t
crit










The maximal pulsation 

max




and not an approximation Nevertheless a security coecient 
s
must
be introduced to have a stable integration A problem is how to evaluate 
s
and possibly to
modify it with the problem evolution From relations 







































As for an implicit scheme this expression must be available for each problem Then it is
made adimensional x









To process similarly as with the implicit scheme expression 	 is divided by a reference
This reference is the average error on a period for a one degree of freedom linear oscillator
Assuming time step size is constant and pulsation is 
 we can dene the non dimensional
pulsation as   
t For such a problem equations 





































































































































































































































































































Error 	 is then divided by  expression  However  need to be known to estimate









 is used then we have  and  " That lead to integrate the system
with about three step on a period and then with an error of  " If 	 time steps in a period
are imposed the obtained error is about 	" It gives a good accuracy with a relatively
low computation cost Therefore with the non dimensional pulsation which corresponds to
a 	Hz frequency given by 
k












Then we remark that for an one degree of freedom linear system the time step size must
be lower than the critical time step size to ensure accuracy For a real problem with more




is false if we consider 
 as the pulsation
of a mode having a signicant energy Nevertheless there is no guarantee of accuracy using
the critical time step Therefore the time step size could be evaluated to have an integration
error 	 lower than a tolerance parameter PRCU but must remain lower than the critical
time step size  to ensure stability A solution consist on modifying the security coecient

s
to keep the error lower than the tolerance and keeping security coecient lower than 	 to












The method to evaluate 
s
is the one that permit to evaluate the time step size in section
	 with two modications
 The ratio RAT obtained is applied on the security coecient 
s
 The exponent  of relation 






Now a numerical example is computed to validate these developments
  Numerical example
A strongly non linear problem is considered We will see that for this problem a security
coecient  lower than  must be used to solved it But with the adaptive algorithm

s









Table 		 Computation costs for dynamic bucking of a cylinder with an explicit scheme
developed the security coecient is adjusted relation  to minimize the number of time
steps without degrading accuracy
  Case  Dynamic buckling of a cylinder
This problem is the one previously studied in section 
 but solved with an explicit
scheme Five solutions are compared
 A constant security coecient of 
s
  is used




 A constant security coecient of 
s
  is used
 A constant security coecient of 
s
  is used
 The adaptive algorithm is used with an initial security coecient of 
s
  and a
tolerance PRCU	E 

The rst computation was interrupted after  ms due to an instability The second one
was interrupted after  ms for the same reason The third computation was interrupted
after 

 ms The fourth computation was successful with 		
 time steps Finally the
fth computation was also successful with 	
  time steps
Those computation costs are resumed in Table 		 Figure  shows that with the new
adaptive algorithm the time step size through security coecient 
s
 is as high as possible
but decreases with time to keep stability and accuracy
The nal conguration of the computation is illustrated on Figure 






  the Von Mises stress exceed  N mm

 This is due to the
fact that an instability has appeared just before the computation was interrupted The two
solutions which were successful xed 
s
 and adaptive 
s
 give a solution nearly equal
to the reference of the implicit scheme computation see Figure 	 at 	 " Therefore the
developed algorithm has reduced the number of time steps with in about  " comparing
with a strategy with xed 
s
 Nevertheless however the problem was highly dynamical
computation with an implicit scheme had needed 	 min see Figure 	 versus 	 min
with the explicit scheme Indeed the time step size of an implicit scheme could be hundred
times greater for the same accuracy and the number of degrees of freedom is small 

Therefore the iterations cost time of an implicit time step remains smaller than the cost
time of hundred time steps of an explicit scheme It will not be the same for problems with
more degrees of freedom
 General conclusions
A new time step size control algorithm has been presented for implicit schemes This





























Figure  Evolution of time step size for dynamic buckling of a cylinder with an explicit
scheme
step size is modied only for physical and durable variations in dynamical problems But
for a sudden change such as an impact or a contact the integration error increases in one
time step and the algorithm reduces instantaneously the time step size By modifying the
error threshold under which the time step can be augmented when the problem becomes
smoother the time step size can increase rapidly Thus this algorithm gives a good accu 
racy with a low computation time and a constant time step for long periods If problems of
convergence occur tolerance on the integration error is reduced to adapt the time step size
Time step which are costly but nevertheless rejected are thus avoided This algorithm is
then applied to problems with contacts and large deformations Associated to an estimator
of the integration error based on the average acceleration jump relation 
 the algorithm
has been shown to ensure accuracy at a relatively low cost on very dynamical problems but
also on quasi static problems
Next an algorithm deciding if the Hessian matrix must be re evaluated has been pro 
posed This algorithm re computes the Hessian matrix only if it is necessary for convergence
If not the old Hessian matrix is used in the iterative process and the overall computation
time is reduced This algorithm has been validated on strongly non linear problems It is
especially ecient for quasi linear problems For problems with strong non linearities and a
few number of degrees of freedom this algorithm corresponds to updating at each iteration
with the disadvantage of having to reject some iterations without updating But when the
augmented Lagrangian method is used for contact such a problem becomes quasi linear after
the rst augmentation Therefore the developed algorithm can be used after the rst aug 
mentation The proposed method does not update the Hessian matrix when the iterations
converge quickly enough so that the increase in the number of iterations is balanced by the
diminution of their cost A criterion of divergence was also implemented It considers that
the problem does not converge if the non dimensional residual does not globally decrease
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 Conguration and VonMises stress N mm

 for dynamic buckling of a cylinder
with an explicit scheme


when iterating In fact it considers the evolution of the ve last non dimensional residual
A lot of needless iterations are thus avoided
Finally the proposed time step algorithm is used on explicit schemes to consider the
presence on non linearities The time step size is the critical one but to ensure accuracy and
stability it is multiplied by a security coecient that depends on the integration error This
algorithm allows to work with a large security coecient 
s
 	 when it is possible and to
reduce it when the non linearities lead to instabilities Then this algorithm is less expensive
than one with a constant small security coecient
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